
Bus currency counters: Counting
US$2,900 daily

In Kunming, there is a group of female bus currency counters who wear blue
uniforms and count tens of thousands of small bills and coins every day.

There are 4,000 buses receiving about US$174,000 in cash daily, which means
that each of the bus currency counters needs to count at least US$2,180 in
small bills and coins daily. Xiao Qiong, who has been working as a bus
currency counter for 10 years, said the average daily counting amount is
US$2,900, and US$3,633 at most.

The counting center of Kunming Bus Group is located in an ordinary building.
All of the bus currency counters are female. They all wear blue uniforms and
count the small bills and coins under the surveillance of more than 10
security cameras.

Xiao Qiong comes to the counting center at about 8 a.m. She needs to put on
her blue uniform before entering the office. She has to stick her fingers
with adhesive plaster because sometimes hard paper cuts her fingers.

It takes less than one minute for her to count more than 60 one-yuan
banknotes. “The biggest trouble is folded banknotes, because it takes so much
time to open the folded banknote,” said by Xiao Qiong.

These bus coin counters only rest half an hour at noon and they can only
leave work after finishing the counting of the cash received from the
previous day. Many of them suffer from occupational diseases, such as
shoulder periarthritis, tendovaginitis and lumbar protrusion. According to
Xiao Qiong, it is easier to get cramps in hands after coming back from
holidays.

For final review, the bills and coins are handled automatically by machines.
The machines can distinguish the money that can still be used from the money
that should be destroyed automatically. Coins will be sent to an automatic
coin sorter. The small bills and coins will be handed to People’s Bank of
China after final review by the bus counting center.

Sometimes, passengers may put their identification cards or other belongings
into bus fare box by mistake. According to the head of the counting center,
passengers can demand the bus team of the line to issue a certification and
bring it to the counting center. The counting center can return the personal
belonging to the passengers.
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